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DECEMBER PROJECTS.
No.19’s cab has been leveled and the reversing lever, often referred to a Johnson bar,
repositioned in the cab. Replacing the right steam cylinder gaskets began. Front and rear cylinder
head and steam chest gaskets will be replaced. Also steam and cover plate bolts will be replaced
with threaded studs.
No.8101, diesel locomotive, is nearing the power truck servicing completion. New bearings
for one journal box have arrived so the axle bearing inspection and lubrication will be completed
shortly. Re-appling the brake work will conclude the truck servicing.
Below, Tyler begins drilling new holes to secure the cab after it was leveled
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Left, Ethan Winters trimmed the reversing
lever bracket to t into the cab. Leveling the
cab required a modi cation of the bracket to
properly t.
Below, Tyler and Andy Doney begin reinstalling the bracket for reversing lever
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Below Bob Brunner, Ethan Winter, and Byron
Bobb took advantage of the brief temperature
break to cut off the exposed threaded ends of
the bolts that secured the steel plate from the
wood beam used one the scaffolding crane.
Trimming the ends was deemed to reduce an
injury when handling the beam.
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Exhaust/ Blower Nozzle. The nozzle was removed
to level the boiler. Since it was out, it was inspected.
The views show it complete and disassembled.
Exhaust steam exits the cylinders and goes up the
stack. The six small holes are the blower which
creates an arti cial draft when the locomotive is not
moving. At the right, the blower steam chamber is
exposed. Steam enters chamber from the steam
pipe attached to the nozzle.

For those interested in more detail, the piping
in this photo shows pipes from the steam
cylinder chests that combine and connect to
the blast pipe that passes into the smoke box
to the exhaust nozzle.

The current project is replacing failed gaskets
on the cylinder front and back caps. At the
right, the front cap was removed to remove
the piston and piston rod that is required to
remove the back cylinder cap.

At left Tyler removed
the existing gasket
with a razor knife. It
was baked on.
At right, Bob Brunner
cut a new gasket
using the existing cap
and a small ballpeen
hammer to create the
pattern.

December’s snowfall was a big one and a brief drop in temperature to around -12 degrees, then a
brief warmup at the end of the month. But with heat in the building, projects are moving along.

